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Abstract—We present a two-dimensional RAID architecture 
that is specifically tailored to the needs of archival storage 
systems. Our proposal starts with a fairly conventional two-
dimensional RAID architecture where each disk belongs to 
exactly one horizontal and one vertical RAID level 4 stripe. 
Once the array has been populated, we add a superparity 
device that contains the exclusive OR of all the contents of 
all horizontal—or vertical—parity disks. The new organiza-
tion tolerates all triple disk failures and nearly all quadruple 
and quintuple disk failures. As a result, it provides mean 
times to data loss (MTTDLs) more than a hundred times 
better than those of sets of RAID level 6 stripes with equal 
capacity and similar parity overhead.1 

Keywords- disk arrays, RAID arrays, fault-tolerance, 
storage system reliability. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Archival storage systems constitute a new class of 

storage systems that were specifically designed to 
preserve fairly stable data over long periods of time. As a 
result, these systems differ from conventional storage 
systems in several important points. 

First, the data they contain have to remain available 
over time periods that can span decades. Hence archival 
storage systems must be exceptionally reliable. Second, 
these data will remain largely unmodified once they are 
stored. For this reason, write rates are a much less impor-
tant issue than in conventional storage systems. Finally, 
archival data are not likely to be accessed as frequently as 
active data. We can thus expect that many of the disks of 
an archival system will be powered down most of the 
time. 

We propose here a low-redundancy storage solution 
that takes advantage of these access patterns to achieve 
much higher mean times data loss than RAID level 6 
architectures. While the archival store is populated, it 
operates as a conventional two-dimensional RAID array 
such as the one described on Fig. 1: each disk belongs to 
exactly one horizontal and one vertical RAID level 4 
stripe. As we will show later, this organization protects 
data against all double disk failures and most triple and 
quadruple disk failures. 

Once the array is filled with data, we add a superpar-
ity disk [WS+09]. This disk will contain the exclusive OR 
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Fig. 1. A two-dimensional RAID array with 9 data and 6 parity disks. 
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Fig. 2. The same array with a superparity disk (S). 

(XOR) of all the contents of all horizontal—or vertical—
parity disks. As we will see, the new organization 
tolerates all triple disk failures and most quadruple and 
and quintuple disk failures. Should a significant fraction 
of the stored data need to be updated, we will disconnect 
the superparity disk and revert to the original disk 
organization until the update has completed. 

The main advantage of our new organization is its 
excellent reliability: two-dimensional RAID arrays with 
superparity provide mean times to data loss (MTTDLs) 
more than a hundred times better than those of sets of 
RAID level 6 stripes with equal capacity and similar 
parity overhead. Its main limitation is its poor write 
throughput, which restricts its application to the storage of 
archival and other immutable data.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II reviews previous work. Section III introduces 
our architecture and discusses its vulnerability to quadru-
ple and quintuple failures. Section IV evaluates its 
reliability and compares it to that of RAID level arrays 
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Fig. 3. A triple failure resulting in a data loss. 

with the same space overhead. Section V discusses possi-
ble implementations and Section VI has our conclusions. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 
RAID arrays were the first disk array organizations to 

utilize erasure coding in order to protect data against disk 
failures [PGK88, G90, SB92, CL+94]. While RAID 
levels 3, 4 and 5 only tolerate single disk failures, RAID 
level 6 organizations use (n – 2)-out-of-n codes to protect 
data against double disk failures [BM93]. EvenOdd, Row-
Diagonal Parity and the Liberation Codes are three imple-
mentations of RAID level that use only XOR operations 
to construct their parity information [BB+95, CE+04, 
GX+08, P08a, P08b]. Huang and Xu proposed a coding 
scheme correcting triple failures [HX05]. 

Two-dimensional RAID arrays, or 2d-Parity arrays, 
were investigated by Schwarz [S94] and Hellerstein et al. 
[HG94] who noted that these arrays tolerated all double 
disk failures but did not investigate how they reacted to 
triple or quadruple disk failures. More recently, Lee 
patented a two-dimensional disk array organization with 
prompt parity updates in one dimension and delayed 
parity updates in the second dimension [L04]. Pâris et al. 
[PSL07] investigated two-dimensional RAID arrays that 
reorganized themselves after a disk failure and noted that 
all two-dimensional RAID arrays tolerated most triple 
failures. 

Superparity devices were introduced by Wildani et al. 
[WS+09] in order to increase the reliability of archival 
storage systems for very little cost. Their proposal parti-
tions each disk into fixed-size “disklets,” which are used to 
form conventional RAID stripes. These stripes are then 
grouped into larger units, called “supergroups,” and add to 
each supergroup one or more “superparity” devices. 
Because superparity disklets experience a high upd ae 
load, they are implemented using a faster, but more 
expensive technology such as flash drives. When there are 
failures, the system tries to recover without using the 
superparity. If this is impossible, then the system shuts 
down normal access and recovers using superparity. The 
reason for the shut-down is the high read load that is 
necessary since supergroups are quite large and the system 
is not expected to support both workloads. Calculations 
show the effectiveness of introducing the supergroup, but 
also that the need to have recourse to it rarely arises. 
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Fig. 4. A Type 1 quadruple failure resulting in a data loss. 
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Fig. 5. A Type 2 quadruple failure resulting in a data loss. 
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Fig. 6. A Type 3 quadruple failure resulting in a data loss. 

III. OUR PROPOSAL 
While two-dimensional RAID arrays protect data 

against all single and all double disk failures, some triple 
disk failures will result in a data loss. As seen in Fig. 3, 
these fatal triple failures consist of the failure of one data 
disk and its two parity disks. Consider now a two-dimen-
sional array comprising n2 data disks and 2n parity disks. 

Out of the ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ +
3

22 nn
 possible triple failures the array can 
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Fig. 7. Recovering from a previously fatal triple failure. 

experience, exactly n2 will be fatal. As its size grows, the 
ratio between the number of fatal triple failures and the 
total number of triple failures 

⎟⎟
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will quickly decrease: it becomes less than 1 percent for 
n ≥ 4 and less than 0.1 percent for n ≥ 8. 

Let us now consider which types of quadruple fail-
ures will be fatal. These types will include: 

1. The failure of a data disk, its two parity disk and 
any other disk: Fig. 4 shows of these Type 1 fail-
ures. 

2. The failure of two data disks in the same row or 
column and their parity disks in the other dimen-
sion: Fig. 5 shows one of these Type 2 failures; 

3. The failure of four data disks forming a square: 
Fig. 6 shows one of these Type 3 failures. 
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array can experience, we can enumerate: 
1. )32( 22 −+ nnn Type 1 failures; 
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n  Type 2 failures; 

3. 
2
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⎛n
Type 3 failures. 

As we observed for triple failure, the percentage of 
fatal quadruple failures also decreases with the size of the 
array: it becomes less than 4 percent for n ≥ 4 and less 
than 0.4 percent for n ≥ 8. 

One obvious way to increase the reliability of two-
dimensional arrays would be to eliminate all fatal triple 
failures and reduce as much as possible the number of 
fatal quadruple failures. Let us show how it can be done at 
a fairly low cost. 

Assume that we add to the array an additional 
superparity device containing the parity of all data disks. 
Once the archive is stable, this parity could be easily 
computed by computing the parities of either 
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Fig. 8. A Type 1 quadruple failure resulting in a data loss. 

1. All horizontal parity disks, that is, disks P1 to P3 
in Fig. 1 to 6, or 

2. All vertical parity disks, that is, disks Q1 to Q3 in 
Fig. 1 to 6. 

In other words we would have 

321321 QQQPPPS ⊕⊕=⊕⊕=  
Note that the superparity device will only be used to 

recover the contents of failed parity disks. While Wildani 
et al. mentioned that their organization would have to read 
all data disk in a super-group when using its super-parity 
devices [WS+09], our two-dimensional array will perform 
all its recovery operations on a row or a column basis. 

Let us consider how the new array would handle the 
failure of a data disk and its two parity disks. As Fig. 7 
shows, the remaining parity disks can now reconstitute 
the contents of the two failed parity disks with the help of 
the superparity disk S by doing 

312

312
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While all fatal triple failures would thus be elimi-
nated, some quadruple failures would remain fatal. These 
failures include: 

1. The failure of a data disk, its two parity disks 
and the superparity disk: Fig. 8 shows one of 
these Type 1 failures; 

2. The failure of two data disks in the same row or 
column and their parity disks in the other dimen-
sion: these failures are identical to the Type 2 
failures that discussed before ; 

3. The failure of four data disks forming a square: 
these failures are identical to the Type 3 failures 
that we discussed before. 

Out of the ⎟⎟
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 possible quadruple failures the 

array can experience, we can thus enumerate: 
1. 2n Type 1 fatal failures, 
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for a total of 
2
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fatal quadruple failures. 

As we observed before, the fraction of fatal 
quadruple failures also decreases with the size of the 
array: it becomes less than 1 percent for n ≥ 4 and less 
than 0.1 percent for n ≥ 8. This is four times less than the 
percentages of fatal failures we observed on the original 
array without a superparity device. This reduction is 
largely due to the lower number of Type 1 fatal quadruple 
failures, which were )12( 22 −+ nnn  for the original 
array but only 2n for the array with a superparity device.  

Let us now turn our attention to quintuple failures 
and enumerate which ones will result in a data loss. These 
fatal failures will consist of all quadruple fatal failures 

plus any other disk. Out of the ⎟⎟
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 fatal failures. 

It should come as no surprise that the percentage of 
fatal quintuple failures also decreases with the size of the 
array: it becomes less than 4 percent for n ≥ 4 and less 
than 0.4 percent for n ≥ 8. 

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Estimating the reliability of a storage system means 

estimating the probability R(t) that the system will operate 
correctly over the time interval [0, t] given that it operated 
correctly at time t = 0. Computing that function requires 
solving a system of linear differential equations, a task that 
becomes quickly intractable as the complexity of the 
system grows. A simpler option is to use instead the mean 
time to data loss (MTTDL) of the storage system, which is 
the approach we will take here. As our aim is to measure 
the impact of the superparity device on two-dimensional 
array reliability, we will start by evaluating the reliability 
of two-dimensional arrays without superparity devices. 

A. Our Model 
Our system model consists of an array of disks with 
independent failure modes. Whenever a disk fails, a repair 
process is immediately initiated for that disk. Should 
several disks fail, the repair process will be performed in 
parallel on those disks. We assume that disk failures are 
independent events and are exponentially distributed with 
mean λ. In addition, we require repairs to be exponentially 
distributed with mean μ. Both hypotheses are necessary to 
represent our system by a Markov process with a finite 
number of states. 
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Fig. 9. State transition probability diagram for a 
two-dimensional RAID array with N= n2 +2n disks. 

B. Arrays without superparity devices 
Fig. 9 displays the state transition probability diagram for 
a two-dimensional RAID array with n2 data disks and 2n 
parity disks for a total of N = n2 + 2n disks. State <0> is 
the original state where all N disks are operational. Should 
one of the disks fail, the system would move to state <1> 
with an aggregate failure rate Nλ. A second failure would 
bring the system to state <2>. A third failure would could 
either bring the system to state <3> or result in a data loss. 

Given that n2 of the ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ +
3

22 nn
 possible triple failures will 

result in a data loss, the two failure transitions from state 
<2> are: 

1. A transition to the failure state with rate α(N – 2)λ 
where 
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2. A transition to state <2> with rate (1 – α)(N – 2)λ. 
Similarly, the two failure transitions from state <3> 

will be: 
1. A transition to the failure state with rate β(N – 3)λ 

where 
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2. A transition to state <4> with rate (1 – β)(N – 3)λ. 
As we did not take into account the possibility that 

the array could survive a quintuple failure, there is a 
single failure transition leaving state <4>. 

Recovery transitions are more straightforward: they 
bring the array from state <4> to state <3>, then from 
state <3> to state <2> and so on until the system returns 
to its original state <0>. 
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Fig. 10. State transition probability diagram for a 
two-dimensional RAID array with N= (n + 1)2 disks. 

The Kolmogorov system of differential equations 
describing the behavior of the array is 
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where pi(t) is the probability that the system is in state <i> 
with the initial conditions p0(0) = 1 and pi(0) = 0 for i ≠ 0. 

The Laplace transforms of these equations are 
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Observing that the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of 
the array is given by 

∑
=

=
4

0

* )0(
i

ipMTTDL , 

we solve the system of Laplace transforms for s = 0 and a 
fixed value of N then use this result to compute the 
MTTDL of our system. 

C. Adding a superparity device 
Fig. 10 displays the state transition probably diagram 

for a two-dimensional RAID array with n2 data disks, 2n 
parity disks and a superparity disk for a total of 

N = (n + 1)2 disks. As we can see, there is an additional 
state <5> and no failure transitions leaving state <2>. 

The two failure transitions from state <3> are: 
1. A transition to the failure state with rate γ(N – 3)λ 

where 
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2. A transition to state <4> with rate (1 – γ)(N – 3)λ. 
Similarly, the two failure transitions from state <4> 

will be: 
1. A transition to the failure state with rate δ(N – 4)λ 

where 
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2. A transition to state <5> with rate (1 – δ)(N – 4)λ. 
The Kolmogorov system of differential equations 

describing the behavior of the array is 
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Using the same techniques as before, we obtain an alge-
braic expression of the system for a fixed value of N. 

D. Comparing the two organizations 
Fig. 11 displays on a logarithmic scale the MTTDLs 

achieved by two-dimensional RAID array with 64 data  
disks for average repair times varying between half a day 
and seven days. The lower curve refers to an array with 
16 parity blocks while the upper curve refers to the same 
array with an additional superparity disk. We selected this 
array size because it corresponded to a space overhead of 
20 percent for the array with 64 data and 16 parity disks, 
an overhead that we assumed to be reasonable. 
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Fig. 11. MTTDL of two-dimensional RAID arrays with and without a superparity disk (17 vs. 16 parity disks respectively). 
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Fig. 12. Comparing the MTTDLs achieved by two-dimensional RAID arrays and those achieved by sets of independent RAID level 6 strings. 



TABLE I.  RELATIVE MTTFS OF THE TWO “SQUARE” ORGANIZATIONS 
WITH REGARDS TO THOSE OF A SET OF 8 RAID LEVEL 6 ARRAYS WITH 10 
DISKS EACH.  

Repair Times Square 
64D +17 P 

Square 
64D +16P 

8×10 
RAID 6 

Half a day 4587.748 14.760 1 

One day 2250.485 14.289 1 

Two days 1054.827 12.862 1 

Half a week   520.698 10.295 1 

One week   168.638   5.746 1 

    

We assumed a disk failure rate λ of one failure every 
one hundred thousand hours, which is slightly less than 
one failure every eleven years. This rate is at the high 
end of the failure rates observed by Pinheiro et al. 
[PWB07] as well as Schroeder and Gibson [SG07]. 
MTTDLs are expressed in years and repair times in days. 

As we can see, adding a superparity disk to the 
original array results in dramatic increases in its MTTDL. 
This effect is most pronounced for short repair times. 
Adding a superparity disk to the array multiplies its 
MTTDL by a factor of at least 50 when the repair times 
remain below three days and half but only by a factor of 
28 to 30 when the repairs take one week to complete. 

These improvements are truly remarkable as they were 
achieved by adding a single parity disk to an array already 
counting 64 data and 16 parity disks. 

E. Comparing the two organizations with conventional 
RAID arrays 
Finally, we compared our two array organizations with 

sets of RAID level 6 strings with similar storage capacities 
and comparable space overheads. These two organizations 
are: 

1. Eight RAID level 6 arrays with ten disks each; 
2. Sixteen RAID level 6 arrays with six disks each. 
Their space overheads are 20 percent for the first 

organization and 33 percent for the second. 
Observing that the MTTDL of a RAID level 6 with n 

disks is 

3

222

)2)(1(
2)23()263()(
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μλμλ

−−
+−++−
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nnn
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we obtain the MTTDL of an organization comprising m 
such arrays using the formula 

m
nMTTDLnmMTTDL )();( ==  

Fig. 12 summarizes our results. As we can see, both 
two-dimensional RAID arrays achieve much better 
MTTDLs than the two sets of RAID level 6 strings even 
though one of them has a much higher space overhead 
than our two-dimensional array. 

As before, we observe that our organization performs 
best at short repair times, that is, at low λ/μ ratios. The 
ratio between the MTTDL afforded by our organization 
and that of sixteen RAID level 6 arrays with six disks each 

varies between 4,530 when the repair process takes just 
half a day and 57 when the process takes a whole week. 
This is a very impressive achievement when we realize 
that the two dimensional array with a superparity device 
has a space overhead of 21 percent while the space over-
head of the RAID organization is 33.3 percent.  

The gap is even wider when we compare the perform-
ance of our organization with that of the RAID 
organization comprising eight RAID level 6 stripes with 
ten disks each.  As Table I shows, the ratio between the 
MTTDLs afforded by the two organizations varies 
between 4,588 when the repair process takes just half a 
day and 169 when it takes a whole week.  

V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
As we mentioned earlier, the main limitation of our 

new scheme is its poor write throughput: since the 
superparity device contains the parity of all data disks, it 
must be updated each time any data disk is updated. Hence 
the write throughput of the whole array is equal to the 
throughput of its superparity device. 

We already proposed one way to mitigate this problem: 
it consists of disabling superparity device updates while 
the archive is populated as well as every time a significant 
fraction of the stored data must be updated. The superpar-
ity device would then play the role of a lock securing the 
archived data. We would unlock the archive whenever it is 
being updated just as we open a conventional file cabinet 
when we want to access its contents. Once the update is 
completed, we would update the parity device and return 
the archive to its locked state. Even then, the data would 
remain protected against all possible double-disk failures 
and most triple failures, which is still better than any 
RAID level solution. As a result, the procedure would 
have a minimal impact on the MTTDL of the array as long 
as it remains protected by its parity device most of the 
time. 

Other options are possible. First, we could use storage 
class memory for the parity device. These new devices are 
expected to have access times of the order of 100 ns and 
access rates between 200 and 1,000 megabytes per second 
[N07]. Their superior performance would greatly reduce 
the need for disabling superparity device updates. Unfortu-
nately, the higher reliability of these devices will not have 
a direct impact on the MTTDL of the array because most 
fatal quadruple failures are failures of Type 2 and 3 that do 
not involve the superparity device. We would still observe 
a small increase in the MTTDL of the array because 
storage class memories are immune to irrecoverable read 
errors. 

A second solution applies to all archives requiring 
more than one two-dimensional RAID array. We could 
form groups of k arrays such that the superparity device of 
each array would contain 1/k of the superparity data of 
each array. This would multiply by k the maximum write 
throughput of each array but not the maximum write 
throughput of the whole archive.   



VI. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a two-dimensional RAID architec-

ture that is specifically tailored to the needs of archival 
storage systems. Our proposal starts with a fairly 
conventional two-dimensional RAID architecture where 
each disk belongs to exactly one horizontal and one 
vertical RAID level 4 stripe. Once the array has been 
populated, we add a superparity device that contains the 
exclusive OR of all the contents of all horizontal—or 
vertical—parity disks. The new organization tolerates all 
triple disk failures and nearly all quadruple and quintuple 
disk failures. As a result, it provides MTTDLs 

 At least thirty times better than those on a two-
dimensional array without superparity device; 

 At least 169 times better than those of a set of 
RAID level 6 stripes with equal capacity and 
comparable parity overhead. 

Our next task will be to confirm our results through 
discrete simulation. This would allow us to consider time-
dependent failure rates and arbitrary repair time distribu-
tions and would provide us with confidence intervals for 
the probability than a given two-dimensional RAID array 
will operate during its useful lifetime without experiencing 
a data loss. 
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